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Abstract. A new moving horizon model inversion method based on numerical optimization is 
presented to calculate the system input for a given system model and system output. It uses the 
moving horizon idea from Model Predictive Control (MPC) by using a moving and fixed-size 
window to inverse the data points in the current window using the initial states information (for the 
first window) or the last updated control point’s states information in the previous window. The 
approach can handle both linear and nonlinear systems, and also the sudden changes in system 
dynamics. Another advantage of this approach is its high computational efficiency when you have a 
long data record. The model inversion approach can be used in iterative learning control to refine the 
input to make the response of the system match the reference trajectory as close as possible. 

Introduction 

Service load simulation has been widely used in automotive engineering for durability test, NVH test 
and etc. for a long time. It brings the track into laboratory, by using the hydraulic test rig to reproduce 
the response at the reference points of the vehicle to match the response according to a test drive on 
the test track as close as possible. The test rig can range from reproducing only the vertical road 
excitation (like the classic tire-coupled 4-poster) up to six DOFs at each wheel (like the advanced 
spindle-coupled multi-axle test rig). The key technique behind this is the road profile development, 
namely given the response signals at the reference points, to derive the road profile input at the tire 
patch on 4-poster or at the dummy wheel on the spindle-coupled mDOFs multi-axle test rig. The 
technique is often termed as RPC®  (Remote Parameter Control [1]) or TWR®  (Time Waveform 
Replication [2]) by commercial softwares, which employs ILC (Iterative Learning Control) in 
frequency domain [3] to accomplish this job 
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with k is the iteration index, ( )kU jω  the DFT of thk  iteration’s input, kQ  the thk iteration’s 

learning step size, ( )G jω the Frequency Response Function (FRF) matrix of the system and ( )kE jω  
the DFT of thk  iteration’s tracking error ( k d ke y y= − , dy  is the desired system output, and ky  is the 

thk  iteration’s system output). 
Algorithm (1) works well for most of the applications, when the system is nonlinear, a small Q  

can be utilized to increase robustness of the algorithm, so as to cope with the model error, at the cost 
of a larger number of iterations. But for some highly nonlinear applications, e.g. suspension test rig, 
the performance of algorithm (1) is insufficient and it even diverges sometimes [4]. A new model 
based nonlinear iteration learning control scheme is proposed in [5]. 
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Algorithm (2) is a time domain approach, with G  the nonlinear model of the system. Instead of 
operating on the tracking error ke  itself, Algorithm (2) transforms the reference trajectory ( )dy t and 
the current iteration’s output into input space by the inverse operator 1( )G− i  respectively . Note that 
for a linear system algorithm (2) can be transformed into algorithm (1). So algorithm (2) is more 
general than algorithm (1). 

Model Inversion 

To implement algorithm (2) the inversion procedure is needed to transform the signals from output 
space into input space, The following will explain the inversion procedure in detail. 

Problem Formulation. Consider the following nonlinear discrete time state space model. 
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In service load simulation the reference trajectory is often defined in a limited time interval, e.g. 

[ ]( ),  0,1, , 1dy t t N∈ − . The inversion problem can be formulated as the following nonlinear least 
squares problem 
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( ( ), ( )) ( 1) 0    for   0,1,..., 1.  f x t u t x t t N− + = = −                                                                                     (4b) 
 

with the regularization term [ ](1) (0), (2) (1),..., ( 1) ( ) Tu u u u u u t u tΔ = − − + − , which represents the 
rate of change of input between sample points. Regularization term acts like a low-pass filter, to limit 
the high frequency components introduced by the algorithm. With Q  and R  the weighting matrices 
on the predicted tracking error and the rate of change of input respectively. The first term in the cost 
function is trying to keep the tracking error as small as possible, while the latter get a cheap controller. 
There is a trade-off between Q  and R  in real application. The inversion problem (4) can be solved 
by the well-known constrained Gauss-Newton method [6, 7]. 

Moving Horizon Idea. Note that the design variables also include the states variable x  of the 
system, which means it already contains an observer. In contrast with methods that only optimize on 
the input, and calculate the sates and output form the model equations, optimizing on both input and 
states gives more degrees of freedom to the optimization algorithm, which can make the algorithm 
more robust [7]. 

In service load simulation applications the reference trajectory often contains a very large number 
of sample points (e.g. for a 10 minutes’ test drive on the track, if the sampling frequency 500sf = Hz, 
the total number of sample points is 10 60 500 300,000N = × × = ). Trying to solve the inverse 
problem in one batch will result in ( 1)n N+ ×  design variables ( n  is the order of the system). This is 
quite a large scale optimization problem. Due to the large Jacobian matrices involved in the process 
of inversion, it seems impossible to handle this problem on a personal computer. In order to tackle 
this problem we borrow the idea of moving horizon from MPC by using a moving and fixed-size 
window, inverse the data points in the current window using the initial states information (for the first 
window) or the last updated control point’s states information in the previous window. The 
self-contained observer also enables us to switch the model during the process of model inversion if 



 

the dynamics of the system changes dramatically in between. The moving horizon technique makes it 
easier to handle the equality constraints from the resulting system dynamics. 

The moving horizon model inversion approach starts with dividing the data sequence in 
overlapped time window of length Np, and formulate the sub problem for each window i as 
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Due to the delay, pole-zero excess or nonminimum phase zeros of the system the optimized input 
data close to the end of the current window can’t be trusted, because their effect can only be seen in 
the next window. Therefore only the first cN  points in each window, and consequently the time 
window is shifted forward over only cN  points to solve the problem again using the information of 
the last updated point as initial states for the current window and so on. 

Let denote the change moment st , the system’s model before st  as Model 1, and after st  as Model 
2 respectively, pN  is the size of the moving window, cN  is the control horizon. The whole process is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 with only one model. Fig. 2 shows what happens if the system dynamics change at 

st . The overlapped part in Fig. 2 contains both models, the equality constraints changes with the 
dynamics. The overall dynamics in these windows is not linear any more. We can decrease the control 
horizon cN  and increase the number of linearization to improve the accuracy in this part. 

Numerical Validation 

In this section we will use two examples to validate the proposed method numerically. One is a 
nonlinear 2-order Mass-Spring-Damper (MSD) system to show it works well for nonlinear system 
and the effect of weighting effect on the regularization term, the other is a scaled quarter car with a 
sudden change of dynamics to show the switch model case. 

            
Nonlinear 2-order MSD System. To show how the proposed algorithm works, we take a simple 

nonlinear 2-order MSD system as an example, with discrete time state space model 

1 1 2( 1) 0.8977 ( ) 0.2115 ( ) 0.359 ( ).x t x t x t u t+ = + −                                                                                       (6a) 
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2 1 2 1( 1) 0.2115 ( ) 0.6645 ( ) 0.294 ( ) 0.1 ( ).x t x t x t u t x t+ = − + − −                                                                   (6b) 

Fig. 2 Moving horizon technique with 
two models

Fig. 1 Moving horizon technique 



 

1 2( ) 0.359 ( ) 0.294 ( )y t x t x t= − +                                                                                                           (6c) 
 

The reference trajectory is a combination of a square and a sine, we choose diag(1)Q =  and 
{ }diag( ) with r 10,1,1e-3,1e-12R r= ∈  to show the effects of the weighting matrices, The simulation 

results are show in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 

             
From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we can see the low-pass filter effect of the regularization term. When the 

value of R  decreases the fitting will get better, but at the cost of high frequency components will be 
introduced in the input signal. Especially when diag(1e 12)R = −  the fitting is almost perfect, but the 
calculated input exhibits large jumps and oscillations, which are often not desirable.  

Quarter Car. The second example illustrates how the proposed approach works on a scaled 
quarter car with the switch in between. The schematic diagram of the quarter car is shown in Fig. 5, its 
parameters are listed in Table 1.  

 

 

The stiffness of the suspension spring sk  increases by a factor of 10 when going from model 1 to 
model 2. The continuous state space model of the system is 
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Parameters Model 1 Model 2 

Mw [kg] 6.5 6.5 

Mc [kg] 11 11 

kw [N/m] 8900 8900 

ks [N/m] 5150 51500 

c [N/(m/s)] 7.2 7.2 

Table 1 Parameters of quarter car model 
 

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of quarter car 

Fig. 4 simulation results part II Fig. 3 simulation results part I 
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with , , ,

T

w w c cx X X X X⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ as state variables, pu X=  the input variable. The system is discretized 

with sample frequency 500sf =  Hz. 
The reference trajectory is generated by simulating the system with a broadband displacement 

input signal pX . The resulting displacement of the car body is the trajectory reference d cy X= . The 
switch time is at time 1 s, at which the dynamics of the system change suddenly from Model 1 to 
Model 2. The system is inverted using the above proposed approach. The results are shown in Fig. 6, 
from which we can see that the system’s output with respect to the inverted input matches the 

reference trajectory very well, the resulted relative RMS error RMS(error) 1.15 5.
RMS(reference)

eε = = − , and 

the inverted input matches the original input as well. The states information of the system are shown 
in Fig. 7, where we can see the sudden change of the dynamics at 1st =  s.  

             

Conclusions 

The proposed optimization based model inversion technique works quite well in the two simulation 
examples, The moving horizon technique is quite useful when the reference trajectory is long, e.g. the 
number of sample points 1000N >  (the number of the design variable is ( 1)oN n N= + , n  is the 
order of the system). It is impossible to solve the optimization problem (4) in one batch on a personal 
computer due to the large matrices involved in the process of constrained Gauss-Newton methods. 
Experimental validation of the proposed approach on the quarter car test setup is an ongoing program, 
the results will be available in the near future. 
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Fig. 6 original input v.s. calculated input 
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